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SNAPSHOTS FROM MCY

MCY 70.
BEAUTIFULLY
DIFFERENT
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EDITORIAL

“

Dear Friend,
since her very first premiere in the historic
heart of Trieste, the MCY 70 fascinated
customers from continent to continent,
becoming one of the yachts with the
highest number of customizations realized
by Monte Carlo Yachts together with
Nuvolari Lenard.
The experience of a great team
successfully enabled to align the original
MCY 70 layouts and decors to the peculiar
lifestyle and needs of the most demanding
customers, sometimes very different in
their culture and habits but sharing the
same passion for beauty, sporty thrill and
the uncompromised luxury that this vessel
is able to offer.
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Thanks to her streamlined profile and
silhouette, she has been often described
as the sportier of the MCY range. Design
features that led the MCY 70 to win the
Best Design Trophy Award in Cannes and
the Best Import Motoyacht 70-80 ft in
Fort Lauderdale just a few weeks after the
public debut.
We invite you to discover deep in detail this
unique yacht, going through some of the
outstanding design and technical solutions
that distinguish her from the other 70
footer yachts available on the market.
Federico Peruccio
Marketing and Communication Manager

”
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At a glance

Designed with clear vision
and built with state of the
art production methods that
feature a modular approach
and innovative infusion
process, the MCY 70,
like all Monte Carlo Yachts,
is built to take to sea and
sail well and safely.
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The advanced keel structure features
self-supporting sandwich plating
that, together with longitudinal
reinforcements - there are no floor plates
- a bow crash box, and extensive use
of kevlar in the areas of greatest impact,
provide the Monte Carlo Yachts
with a very solid but light shell.
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At a glance

MAIN DIMENSIONS
Overall length (LOA) 21.30 m - 69 ft 11 in
Maximum beam 5.45 m - 17 ft 9 in
Draft 1.65 m - 5 ft 5 in (V-Drive)
1.80 m - 5 ft 11 in (ZF POD)
Displacement 41 t Dry (V-Drive)
42 t Dry (ZF POD)
ENGINES
2 x MAN V8 1200 (V-Drive)
2 x MAN V8 1200 (ZF POD)
SPEED
Maximum speed 31 kn (V-Drive)
33 kn (ZF POD)
Cruise speed 24-26 kn (V-Drive)
24-26 kn (ZF POD)
TANKS
Fuel 4000 l - 1057 US gal
Fresh water 840 l - 221 US gal
BUILDING MATERIALS
VTR, Kevlar®, Carbon Fiber
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE
& ENGINEERING
Monte Carlo Yachts
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR DESIGN
Nuvolari Lenard
DESIGN CATEGORY
CE-A
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MCY 70 World Premiere
Trieste
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Key Features
S ide ways

The MCY 70 is the perfect evolution of the
aesthetics and cutting-edge functional
qualities expressed by the MCY 76 and
MCY 86. There is no yacht quite like the
MCY 70, it is beautifully different from
anything else found in the oceans of the
world. Highly expressive of the Monte
Carlo Yachts’ style with elements such
as the high-flared bow, the MCY 70 also
distinguishes itself with previously unseen
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features such as the sinuous flow between
the profiles of the fly and fashion plates.
The third boat in the MCY Collection to
sail the seas, the MCY 70 features all the
form and function the range is known for.
The spacious aft area is fully sheltered by
the extended flybridge and the ingenious
usage of steel and glass fashion plates, a
signature Monte Carlo Yachts trait, further
increases the feeling of onboard privacy.
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Key Features
Bow

Bow lounge area
The extensive area is ideal for using large
sun loungers enjoying the sea view with
one’s family and guests in a space which is
both open and private.
You have the certainty of being on board a
mega yacht: no other vessel this size is capable
of providing a customizable area like this.
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Portuguese bridges
The foredeck is truly class leading, and
Portuguese bridges such as these are
normally reserved for mega yachts.
The Portuguese deck leads to an exquisitely
private living room. A real lounge which
adapts to different uses during the whole
day on board.
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Key Features
MAIN DECK

Saloon
In the interior, the living room fulfills all the
promise of the external spaces and increases
in a succession of luxurious living areas.
Continuity between the internal and external
areas is ensured by the sliding door without
fixed flaps, linking the cockpit and the lounge
area of the saloon. To enhance the perception
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of space in between the exteriors and
interiors, the galley is normally located
forward near the wheelhouse. As on any
other MCY, many different proposals can
be designed according to the needs and the
taste of the owner.
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Key Features
LOW E R D E C K

Owner Cabin
The full beam owners’ suite offers
spectacular dreamy panoramic views
through full-size windows to both port and
starboard.
The warm décor underlines the very
convenient and contemporary overall
look and makes one feel very comfortable
indeed.
The space for the owner bathroom is
sumptuous and offers a large shower
enriched by the highest-quality stones and
hand-crafted Venetian mosaics.
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Key Features
LOW E R D E C K

VIP Cabin
Prestigious names from the world of
international design and fashion combine
together.
The comfortable feeling comes from a
balanced connection between tradition and
the best use of the decorative materials
that Italy has to offer.
The whole interior can be customized
combining a sophisticated palette of woods,
stones and fabrics.
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Key Features
F lybridge

MCY 70 func tionalit y and innovative design solutions are
immediately recognizable on the fly bridge area, extraordinary
both in terms of space and equipment available. This wide
area includes an open air galley and a series of well shaped
sofas and sunbathing areas offering a unique and confortable
open view arrangement.

Best in class flybridge area
Flybridge area: 23.3 sqm

3

4

2

1

1

Seating arrangements and sunbeds. C-shape sofa
with integrated chaise longue, decorative
cushions and large capacity storages.

2

Top quality teak table for 8 people with 2 stainless
steel legs, electric adjustable height (opt.)

3

Carbon Fiber T-Top (opt.). Including electric
operable Soft Top.

4

Open air galley with sink, hot and cold water
supply, fridge, ice maker, grill and storage.
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Key Features
main deck

The external walkways and the Portuguese bridge ensure
the guests to safely go from the wide aft cockpit to the
exclusive bow lounge area. The bow is a unique entrainment
space designed to easily accommodate 8 to 10 people on
the sunbathing and dining spaces.

Exclusive bow lounge and aft deck area
Bow area: 13.2 sqm
Aft deck area: 13.3 sqm

3

4

2
1

1

Semi-circular sofas with integrated removable backrest
for double function (dining sofa or sunbathing cushion).

2

Tables can be connected with one further teak table,
to create a large dining table for 8-10 people.

3

High and safe sideways and the Portuguese bridge with
storages lead to a unique private and safe bow lounge area.

4

Top quality teak table for 8 people with 2 stainless
steel legs, electric adjustable height (opt.).
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Key Features
main deck

A large area for social activities is provided on the main deck
thanks to the generous internal and external spaces. The
o
c ntinuity in bee
tw en the areas is ensured by the fully
openable aft cockpit sliding door. To enhance this perception
of space, the galley is located forward. The weather tight door
(opt) guarantees the best connection from the galley to the
bow lounge dining area.

Main deck saloon area
Saloon and dining area: 16.1 sqm
Galley area: 4.4 sqm

2

4

3
1

1

Fully equipped galley including four induction hobs,
combined microwave-oven, storages, fridge and
freezer with 190 liters of total capacity. Dishwasher
and front opening freezer + 260 litres fridge (opt.)

2

Semi-automatic electric watertight door which facilitates the
passage from the galley to the bow lounge dining area (opt)

3

The large living area is situated while entering the main
saloon so that it comfortably connects the interior
and the exterior spaces.

4

Saloon door in stainless steel and tempered glass.
The 3 door panels are completely openable and
foldable on portside.
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Key Features
lo w er deck

The lower deck offers comfortable aco
c mmodation up o
t 8
guets having the possibility of choosing between a layout with
three or four cabins. Crew area offers generous and confortable
liveable space including a double access from the engine room
and the aft cockpit.

Generous lower deck arrangements
Owner cabin area: 21.5 sqm
Crew area: 8.7 sqm

5
1
3
4

1

The lower deck central lobby ensures a comfortable
access to all the cabins. Natural light is provided
by the large windows and windscreens located
above the lobby.

2

The double door transform the guest cabin
bathroom in a day toilet easily accessible for daily
and night use.

3

In the 3 cabins version, the starboard side guest
cabin can either become a large en-suite walk in
closet for the owner’s suite or a galley when the
galley down option is requested.
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2

4

The crew cabins on the MCY 70 are without
parallel for boats of this size.

5

Double access to the crew area. One through
the engine room, the other by a door
concealed beneath the fly bridge stairs.
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Key Features
M ega Yacht D etails

Precious natural woods,
exquisite fabrics, Venetian
Murano glass mosaics,
natural stones and Italian
leathers are just a few
of the superior materials
available on the MCY 70.
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The almost
unlimited possibilities
of customization
offered by MCY
constitute one of the most
important hallmarks
of the brand.
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References

Motor Boat & Yachting
United Kingdom
It claims a number of unique
advantages over its rivals including
a spectacular foredeck area with
two semi-circular hi-lo tables, sunpads,
folding backrests and discreet pop-up
Led lamps.

Yacht Style
Singapore
Beautifully Different.
Not just a sea-going luxury yacht,
she’s won award for her engineering		
and build design.

Motonautica
Italy
Complex and refined design elements
immediately convey fluidity an elegance
to what is a reinterpretation
of the classic nautical bull’s eye.
Unique and distinctive traits reinforce
the brand’s appeal which is much more
than merely a logo and makes the yacht
immediately recognisable.
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References

MCY 70 owner
France

My relationship with MCY?
A true love story!
From the very beginning
we fell in love, seduced
by the timeless beauty
of the MCY70.

“

The “link” with the yacht has been
growing year after year and was hardly
reinforced by its marine qualities. In fact,
we appreciated its wonderful performances
throughout the Mediterranean Sea, in the
Adriatic, the Ionian, the Tyrrhenian and in
the French and Italian Riviera. The time
shared with small children was simply magic
and remain in the hearts of all who sailed on
this great yacht.
Finally, the Dream Team MCY anchor the
relationship in the field of the exceptional,
a feeling that I faced very rarely, if never,
until now.

”
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Awards

Best Design Trophy

Best Import Motoryacht 70-80 ft

Cannes Boat Show 2012

2012 Editor’s Choice Awards Winner
Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show
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IN AGENDA

Boat Show

Sydney International
Boat Show 2016
Australia
28 July - 1 August
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Cannes Yachting
Festival 2016
France
6 - 11 September

Genoa International
Boat Show 2016
Italy
20 - 25 September
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TO BE CONTINUED...

In the next issue
MCY 76.
THE BIRTH OF A NEW,
TIMELESS ELEGANCE
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